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Robin Collins argues that a recent workshop on rapid reaction missed an opportunity to embrace and advance the
proposal for a U.N. Emergency Peace Service. For the workshop's report please click here.
The workshop “Peacekeeping and Rapid Reaction: Towards the establishment of cosmopolitan capacities for rapid deployment”[1] had its eye
on salient peace operations options. This was good timing. Responsibility to Protect doctrine and controversy is in the limelight, and many
highly volatile zones of conflict call out for an appropriate, yet urgent, response. By the end of the report, however, you come to appreciate
that some of the participants are not enthusiastic about one central project at the heart of the debate: the U.N. Emergency Peace Service
(UNEPS).[2]
The urgency of a rapid reaction capability at the U.N. was catapulted into the peace operations discourse back in 1992 when Boutros BoutrosGhali’s An Agenda for Peace arrived and then, again, by the genocide in Rwanda when peacekeepers were caught ill-equipped, trained for
other tasks, and without authority to act.
The U.N. Secretary-General wrote [3] that the world needed a new type of “peace-enforcement units in clearly defined circumstances and
with their terms of reference specified in advance.” These volunteers “would have to be more heavily armed than peace-keeping forces and
would need to undergo extensive preparatory training within their national forces. […They] should not be confused with the forces that may
eventually be constituted under Article 43 to deal with acts of aggression or with the military personnel which Governments may agree to
keep on stand-by for possible contribution to peace-keeping operations.”[4]
Something between peacekeeping (standing between protagonists but at their consent) and war-fighting (to push back aggression of one state
against another.) A significant problem with the Bradford report, in my opinion, is a failure by several contributors to sufficiently distinguish
rapid reaction capability from peacekeeping, something that the former Secretary-General was explicit about.[5] The Bradford workshop was
ostensibly to be about rapid reaction and peacekeeping; but in the very few papers presented, it ended up favouring “rapid reaction
peacekeeping”, which is a more contentious hybrid.
In “‘Cosmopolitan-minded’ Militaries: Beyond the National Military but before UNEPS?” Jonathan Gilmore acknowledges the “productive
contribution” of UNEPS to the “longer-term debate on a standing U.N. force.” But it’s an idea he finds “beset by some considerable
limitations.”
UNEPS advocates acknowledge the current lack of political will in favour of their ambitious project, and Gilmore thinks one very big problem
lies in “unclear” and “fairly arbitrary” budgeting (~$2.5 billion start-up and $1 billion annually). By arbitrary Gilmore seems to mean too
cheap.[6] Peter Langille, the primary author of the contemporary UNEPS proposal,[7] has been cautious but adamant about prospects for
“peace enforcement units” at the U.N. in light of the economic climate. In a recent outline, we are reminded of the limitations of a (shortsighted) austerity mindscape, the ongoing obsession with “doing more with less.”[8] Boutros Boutros-Ghali, when responding to complaints
about a $3 billion annual peacekeeping budget, called the cost “farcical” when contrasted against the costs of the alternative: war.
But the UNEPS financial estimates don’t come out of the blue. Even if we set aside our temptation to argue that UNEPS is a sweet deal at any
price, we can find the number crunching. Gilmore references a shorter piece, written in 2012, but not the 2006 “UNEPS blue book”[9] nor
the 2002 foundational review by Langille[10] that structured it. The budget predictions are extrapolations from earlier studies[11] and
current U.N. compensaton rates. “Remuneration [of UNEPS employees], as well as comprehensive insurance and pension programs,” wrote
Langille, “would be based on a scale similar to that of personnel within the U.N. Secretariat, which provides compensation for expertise,
special skills and experience.”
Both a full and scaled-down estimate have been offered, and a note emphasizes, in the manner of Boutros-Ghali’s 1992 phrasing, that UNEPS
annual costs would be the equivalent of buying one B-2 bomber each year. If political will is the central issue -- and it is -- that roadblock is

not being held up by the costing formula.[12]

Could it be, then, that the Security Council must be reformed first? asks Gilmore. Most would agree that the current state of P5 dominance is
a serious governance issue, but UNEPS advocates could go farther by suggesting that UNEPS is part of the reform package. The two concepts
-- reform and rapid response -- work in tandem. Ironically, Gilmore references the International Criminal Court as evidence for the limits of
influence of new international norms. To the contrary, the point is: We can lead the charge for new capacity ideas, or follow along behind
with the all-too-familiar Security Council spoilers who cynically believe that things will never change.
Those are the “obvious problems”, writes Gilmore. The “more pervasive problems are “short-termism,” a “lack of focus” on what roles UNEPS
will perform, and whether UNEPS will be able to deter mass atrocities. Is there merit in these critiques?
• It is self-evident that the United Nations does not and cannot respond quickly enough to certain kinds of threats. We need specific designs
for each subset of problems. To simplify, let’s focus on Rwanda genocide-like problems,[13] wherein an early response of robust, multipurposed neutral (U.N.) armed, police and civilian services at the request of the U.N. Secretary-General will begin to aid civilians at high risk
within one or two days, not months. That capacity would never be able to wage large scale warfare. It could stop an escalating problem from

getting out of control until national or regional resources or U.N. peacekeepers are brought in. That’s not a problem or limitation of UNEPS –
rather, that facility is the core idea.
• Is six months maximum duty too little or too much; is a 15-18,000 force too small or too large? These kinds of complaints, highlighted by
Gilmore when challenging UNEPS’ deterrent ability, are offered up as if those parameters are problematic, or haven’t been considered. A
transition to other forces, if necessary, would be planned from the beginning. But unlike peacekeepers and national forces, UNEPS recruits
would be permanent employees hired by the U.N., trained in a wide range of specialized tasks, including conflict-resolution, diplomacy, as
well as in policing and military skills. They would complement existing capacities. Once the bottle is corked, UNEPS can be gone. There
would be as early a hand-off as is feasible.
• There is much room for debate over how long a rapid reaction force needs to be deployed. But is the core UNEPS proposal not ambitious
enough? Brian Urquhart called for a 5,000 troop U.N. force in 1993, and Romeo Dallaire said that with a similar number he could have
prevented the Rwanda genocide.[14] Politically-speaking, a 100,000 strong U.N. standing army will be intimidating to some smaller states,
and too much of a good thing for those who perceive themselves already as the de facto world police.[15] That’s confirmation of why an earlyin, early-out, small scale force is interesting and more saleable, and hardly “deeply problematic”, as Gilmore asserts. Langille proposed that
the limited duration of deployments would still require “replacements or rotations within three to six months, with augmentation and
reinforcement in the event of a serious escalation.”[16] The big benefit, though, is that a “911” peace service doesn’t have to be recruited. It’s
ready to go.
• You can’t seriously argue that UNEPS is too small, and too quick to withdraw, unless you have a big cheap alternative in mind that works
better. Gilmore shows a preference for “cosmopolitanism-minded national militaries”, which appears more like a competing, rather than a
complementary, proposal. The “UN-employed and recruited” attribute of UNEPS is essential to the early prioritising of independent, neutral,
right authority over narrow strategic interests -- something that national militaries can rarely achieve. Gilmore is right, however, in thinking
the UNEPS skill sets and training regimes should be considered for national militaries and peacekeepers too. UNEPS may lead the way. It
may also make large national militaries obsolete. Is that a problem for us?
David Curran’s contribution “Why Discuss Rapid Reaction?” also appears to offer poison pills for several key UNEPS principles (without
dismissing UNEPS directly). He calls for rapid reaction peacekeeping or upgraded peacekeeping, instead of a uniquely new capacity. He says
we need to “unpack the role of force to protect civilians”, which may or may not indicate a preference for more robust or -- conversely -- a
gentler peacekeeping. But for Rwanda, 1994?
Curran highlights rapid reaction efforts current at the regional level (European Union and African Union), rather than what is proposed at
the UN-level. And he claims that standby (not standing) forces can be “deployed immediately.” If UNEPS is strident about anything, it is that
standing forces are inherently more rapid. The evidence is that standby forces (SHIRBRIG, PK) are not. But Curran maybe lets the cat out of
the bag when he writes in favour of rapid reaction peacekeeping "as a logical progression” (from traditional peacekeeping), “as opposed to a
jump into the unknown" (by which he means UNEPS.) Gareth Evans, in his book on Responsibility to Protect, agreed that a standby
arrangement “can never be as efficient as an immediately available standing force.”[17] The throughput demands of bodies and expertise,
with equipment, basing and infrastructure, together determine the expense, the scale and the tenure. The likelihood of success has yet to be
tested.
Curran is right that in our obsession with getting in and out fast, we risk restoring a conflict zone to its previous, precarious, state -- “a relapse
into conflict”. But I’m not sure that concern counts as a critique of UNEPS either. Could it be related to an incomplete or faulty
implementation of Responsibility to Protect and the ignoring of its “continuum of obligations”, (which includes the responsibility to prevent
and to rebuild), [18] or is it just bad decision-making at the U.N. Security Council? In other words, another political will issue? As proposed, a
UNEPS would include immediate peacebuilding and quick impact projects to ensure ongoing efforts are well-sequenced from the start and
then continued through any critical transitions.
Robert Zuber concludes with some familiar proposals, and he usefully suggests bringing together past U.N. Resolutions that have condoned
protection and early responses. (The R2P campaigners may have done some of the groundwork on this.)
He also sees the need to extend the rapid reaction, peacekeeping and UNEPS outreach network. But hosted where and by whom? These are
not unimportant decisions, and we need a frank, open discussion about it. The project must be inclusive, welcoming to a broad range and
geography of partners and thinkers, and equipped with a forward-looking agreeable agenda. Tasks need to be delegated to those motivated to
get these ideas moving through civil society and ideally toward the creation of global UNEPS centres (that would complement outreach and
advocacy centres enjoyed by the International Criminal Court and Responsibility to Protect campaigns.)
Robert Zuber does call for an expansion of education and advocacy tools, an updating and expanding of the literature, and placement of
UNEPS “in the larger cosmopolitan security framework.” My ears prick up at this point because I think what we need into the future, and
embraced by any institutional host, are experts with a strong appreciation for the categories and roles that fit together, on one hand, and that

are differentiated, on the other. A new generation of activists and academics is also welcome, as Zuber notes in his summary of “next steps”,
but the salient ideas found in the existing literature are waiting primarily for solutions to that riddle called political will.
Developing a UNEPS into reality will require deep cooperation among individuals committed to core concepts(19) brought together through
the last two decades -- and some serious advocacy funding.

Robin Collins is with the World Federalist Movement - Canada and has been active in a range of disarmament and global governance
campaigns. These views, however, are his own.
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